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These H-D® new style petcocks are engineered without O-rings to
insure against gas leakage while providing maximum flow. Has filter
screen and a reserve. Fits H-D® 1975 & later and custom gas tanks
with external 13⁄16” NPT. OEM 62163-75.

21-106 With straight outlet. SOLD EACH

21-134 With 90° outlet.
21-261 Replacement filter, short. Replaces OEM 62162-75. 
Same features as petcocks 21-106 & 21-134, except fits H-D® tanks thru
1974 and custom gas tanks with internal 3⁄8” NPT connection. OEM
62125-55B.
21-160 With straight outlet. SOLD EACH

21-141 With 90° outlet.
21-262 Replacement filter, 1-3⁄4” long. Replaces OEM 62096-69. 
Chrome reproduction of 1975 thru 1992 OEM gas valve. Complete with
chrome 13⁄16” nut and nylon mesh filter screen.
21-251 Straight down outlet petcock.  OEM 62129-75T. SOLD EACH

21-252 Left side outlet petcock.
21-253 Right side outlet petcock.
21-261 Replacement filter, short. Replaces OEM 62162-75.

IMPORTANT PETCOCK INFORMATION
Petcock openings in our tanks are either 3⁄8” or 1⁄4” NATIONAL PIPE THREAD, the same thread used in iron water pipe. The actual size of the hole in the tank is approximately 3⁄4’’ for the 3⁄8” NPT and 1⁄2” for

the 1⁄4” NPT. Pipe thread is used because the thread is designed to seal against leakage as the petcock is screwed into the tank. It is not possible to screw the petcock all the way in flush with the gas tank.

A. OEM STYLE PETCOCKS

CHROME
PLATED

B. SUPER PETCOCK & SUPER HORIZONTAL
PETCOCK

U.S.A. MADE, with ball valve and built-in gas line spigot.

21-101 For 1⁄4” petcock opening with reserve SOLD EACH

shut off. Includes filter screen.
21-102 For 1⁄4” petcock opening. Solves clearance problems.

CADMIUM
PLATED

D. ALUMINUM FUEL FILTERS
This is a premium quality hi-strength unit. Its alloy case is impervious
to vibration, heat & shock, and its compact size makes it simple to
install on practically any bike. The replaceable bronze filter element
eliminates the tiny particles of dirt, rust and grit from the fuel that
cause clogging & excessive wear.

21-194 Chrome fuel filter, 1⁄4”. SOLD EACH

21-195 Red fuel filter, 1⁄4”.
21-196 Blue fuel filter, 1⁄4”.
21-197 Black fuel filter, 1⁄4”.
21-198 Chrome fuel filter, 5⁄16”.
21-199 Red fuel filter, 5⁄16”.
21-200 Blue fuel filter, 5⁄16”.
21-201 Black fuel filter, 5⁄16”.
21-202 Replacement filter element/O-ring.

CHROME PLATED
OR THREE COLORS

21-101

21-261

C. PETCOCK VACUUM VALVE BY-PASS KIT
Ever been going down the road and your bike sputters and quits, leav-
ing you in the middle of nowhere? It happens when your diaphragm on
your petcock ruptures. Now you can forget about it! Install the bypass
kit — no more diaphragm. Comes with instructions and all necessary
parts.

21-10 Fits all H-D® models equipped SOLD EACH

with late diaphragm petcock.
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